OISE Bristol Aviation English Programmes 2015
Who
Who would study Aviation English at OISE Bristol?
Bristol?
Anyone involved in the aviation industry who would like to improve their level of English. Our courses are very popular with both current
and trainee Air Traffic Controllers and Pilots. We have a great deal of experience in helping clients achieve their Aviation English goals
while building on their confidence and fluency in the English language. The focus of our programmes is often exam driven; preparation for
Aviation English Exams such as ICAO is in high demand. We understand that the needs of each client are different and therefore tailor
each of our highly effective programmes to suit the precise requirements of the individual.

Aviation Octorial + 5 Programme

Aviation Octorial + 10 Programme

Opening Plenary: News Review

08.45 – 09.00

Opening Plenary: News Review

08.45 – 09.00

Grammar and Vocabulary

09.00 – 10.00

Grammar and Vocabulary

09.00 – 10.00

Spoken Performance Workshop

10.15 – 11.15

Spoken Performance Workshop

10.15 – 11.15

Reading and Writing Skills

11.30 – 12.30

Reading and Writing Skills

11.30 – 12.30

Weekly Project – Practical Communication Skills

12.30 – 13.00

Weekly Project – Practical Communication Skills

12.30 – 13.00

Lunch

Lunch

Listening & Speaking Skills or Exam Preparation

14.00 – 15.00

Listening & Speaking Skills or Exam Preparation

14.00 – 15.00

AVIATION ENGLISH TUTORIAL LESSON

15.15 – 16.15

AVIATION ENGLISH TUTORIAL LESSON

15.15 – 17.30

Prices Per Week
Aviation Octorial +
5 Tutorials

1 Week
£1099

2–3 Weeks
£1014

4–7
£989

8–11
£964

12+
£939

Prices Per Week
Aviation Octorial +
10 Tutorials

1 Week
£1467

2–3 Weeks
£1382

4–7
£1357

8–11
£1332

12+
£1307

Prices are inclusive of all tuition, all study materials, homestay half board accommodation, and 3 social activities a week. If students wish to arrange accommodation
privately, they can subtract £240 for the accommodation service from the weekly prices.

Aviation Octorial + 5 & Aviation Octorial + 10 Programmes
The Octorial + 5 Programme is a 30 hour intensive programme consisting of 25 hours of group lessons and 5 hours of private tutorials
per week. Each day participants study for 5 hours in small general English group classes and have a one hour tutorial at 3.15pm.
The Octorial + 10 Programme is a 35 hour intensive programme consisting of 25 hours of group lessons and 10 hours of private tutorials
per week. Each day participants study for 5 hours in small general English group classes and have two hours of tutorials at 3.15pm.
Private tutorials are a chance for students to have lesson content tailored to their specific needs and to have the full attention of our
experienced Aviation trained tutors. We employ a structured, goal-orientated and needs-driven approach which results in rapid progression.

Skype Aviation English Tutorials
OISE Bristol offers the same high level of private attention and needs-driven content in the tutorial format to clients
world-wide with expert English Aviation tutors based in the school. We can help students with any aspect of their
Aviation English needs and we have a proven success rate with Skype Aviation English tutorials.
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Find us on Skype:

OISEBRISTOL

Price Per Lesson

Trial
Trial Lesson

5 Lessons

10 Lessons

25 Lessons

50 Lessons +

(20 minutes )

(5 Hours)
Hours)
£300

(10 Hours)
Hours)
£590

(25 Hours)
Hours)
£1450

(50 Hours)
Hours)
£2750

Free

OISE Bristol, Protheroes House, Denmark Street, Bristol, BS1 5EJ
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Closed Group Aviation English Programmes
Our closed group programmes are planned and designed specifically around the groupsÊ needs, levels and requirements and we take a flexible
approach when delivering these courses.
Aviation English for General Purposes aims to build participantsÊ knowledge of the UK and International Aviation Industry. Confidence and
fluency in the use of English are also developed while having a focus on exams relevant to them. Afternoon
Afternoon trips and guest speakers are also
included.
The Aviation English Exam Focused Programme is an intensive programme which is structured around specific exams such as ICAO or
RELTA,
RELTA, for which we have extensive and thorough training programmes in place.

Aviation English for General Purposes
Purposes Programme
Aviation English – Pronunciation

09.00 – 10.00

Aviation English – Vocabulary & Communication in NonStandard Aviation Phraseology

10.15 – 11.15

Aviation English – Review Case Studies in relation to
ICAO Topic Areas

11.30 – 13.00

Overview
30 hours Aviation English programme, classes are based on General
English skills with strong emphasis on the Aviation Industry

Afternoon Activities
Unique and exciting activities such as talks from a commercial pilot
and expert guided tours of Bristol Airport are interesting and
rewarding.

Group Aviation Courses,
The course offers closed group training by Aviation expert teachers and
consultants inside our city centre school in Bristol. The course is
carefully designed and planned to benefit participants English language
development and knowledge of the Aviation Industry.

Lunch

Afternoon Activities
Monday
Monday:
day Talk by current or former pilot
Tuesday
Tuesday:
day Expert guided tour of Bristol Airport & Control Tower
Wednesday
Wednesday:
nesday Case study & Presentation Preparation
Thursday:
Thursday Visit to Helicopter Museum
Friday:
Friday Visit to Airbus facility or local Aviation School or Museum

14.00 – 17.00

Prices Per
Week

1 Week
£790

2–3 Weeks
£715

4 Weeks +
£690

Prices are inclusive of all tuition, half-board homestay accommodation, all trips & guest
speakers, all study materials & 3 social activities a week. Based on a group of 6 or more.

Aviation English Exam Focused Programme
Aviation English – Pronunciation & Ear Training

09.00 – 10.00

Aviation English – ICAO Training for Comprehension

10.15 – 11.15

Aviation English – ICAO Training for Spoken & Listening
Skills

11.30 – 13.00

Overview
Overview
This 25 hour a week programme focuses on developing participants’
abilities and knowledge in relation to all areas of the ICAO exam and
Aviation industry. The ICAO preparation course is designed to build
participants’ confidence and abilities by focusing on pronunciation,
structure, vocabulary, fluency, comprehension and interactions.
Teachers and students have access to the latest Aviation specific
materials. This intensive course can be tailored for any group level
and target ICAO score and is an ideal platform for participants to
make significant progress in a short period of time.

Lunch
Aviation English – Grammar & Vocabulary –

14.00 – 15.00

Aviation English – Aviation Topic Guided Conversation &
Spoken Performance

15.15 – 16.45

Prices Per
Week

1 Week
£785

2–3 Weeks
£700

4 Weeks +
£675

Prices are inclusive of all tuition, half-board homestay accommodation, all study materials
& 3 social activities a week. Based on a group of 6 or more.

Accommodation Options
The price of homestay half-board accommodation is included in the price of the course as indicated. If students wish to arrange accommodation privately, £240 can be
subtracted from the weekly price. If hotel or guest house accommodation is required we are happy to make recommendations or to help organise this upon request. Transfers
on arrival and departure are charged separately at £67 per vehicle per journey on request.
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